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Superfluid onset and prewetting of 4He on rubidium

J. A. Phillips, D. Ross, P. Taborek, and J. E. Rutledge
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, California 92697-4575

~Received 13 March 1998!

Quartz-crystal microbalance isotherms of4He on rubidium are presented. The isotherms are used to locate
the prewetting transition and the onset of superfluidity in the adsorbed helium films. The phase diagram of He
on Rb is distinctly different from helium on either conventional strong substrates or on cesium. In particular,
the superfluid transition is hysteretic and does not conform to the Kosterlitz-Thouless paradigm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Films of 4He adsorbed on solid surfaces have been s
ied for many years and a standard picture of their proper
on most surfaces has been established.1 The interaction be-
tween a4He film and nearly all surfaces is so strongly attra
tive that the first one or two atomic layers of the film a
solidified or otherwise localized. Subsequent layers rem
fluid and become superfluid at low temperature. The exp
mentally observed signatures of superfluid onset are rem
ably independent of the properties of the substrate; the t
dimensional superfluid transition has the same characteri
whether it occurs on solid hydrogen, Mylar, or gold. Sim
larly, the standard Kosterlitz-Thouless~KT! model2,3 used to
describe the superfluid transition in films is strictly two d
mensional and is independent of the boundary condition
the substrate. The KT picture has been extremely succe
in quantitatively explaining the shear response,4 thermal
conductivity,5 and third sound modes6 of 4He films near su-
perfluid onset on a variety of substrates.

Recently, alkali-metal surfaces have proven to be ra
cally different adsorption substrates for4He and other simple
gases. Adsorption potentials for4He on the alkali metals are
‘‘weak,’’ which means that the potential well formed by th
competition between long-range van der Waals attrac
and short-range Pauli repulsion has a depth comparable
the binding energy of a4He atom in the bulk fluid. The
phases of helium on alkali-metal substrates have been t
retically analyzed by Cheng, Cole, Saam, and Treiner.7 Their
analysis has been confirmed by experiments on the wea
substrate, cesium. Cs is nonwet at low temperatures and
above a wetting temperature near 2 K. Between 2 K and
about 2.5 K it displays a prewetting transition,8 a first-order
phase transition on the vapor side of the bulk liquid-vap
coexistence curve marked by two-phase equilibrium betw
thin and thick films. The effects of first-order prewetting o
the KT transition have also been investigated.9 In the case of
thin cesium substrates, the KT line terminates on the prew
ting phase boundary at a critical end point. For temperatu
above the critical end point, prewetting and the KT transit
are distinctly different transitions. Below the critical en
point, the KT transition does not exist and prewetting is
direct transition between a thin normal phase and a th
superfluid phase. Since the thin phase is always norma
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Cs, superfluid onset can only be studied above the wet
temperature.

There have been several previous investigations of4He
adsorption on Rb. Rubidium is a slightly stronger substr
than Cs, and is theoretically expected to have a lower wet
temperature.7,10 A lower wetting temperature provides an e
perimental opportunity to study superfluid onset over a wi
temperature range. Superfluid onset on weak substrate
particularly interesting because even the first adsorbed4He
layer is expected to remain fluid so the inert layer of soli
fied helium that forms on strong substrates can be avoid7

There have also been experimental investigations of4He
adsorption on Rb.11–14 The most extensive of these studi
have utilized heat-flow measurements to map the superfl
onset. This type of experiment can detect transitions t
superfluid state, but, as shown in Ref. 9, superfluid onset
prewetting are not necessarily coincident phase transitio
In this paper, we report experimental observations of b
the wetting and superfluid properties of4He films on Rb
using the quartz microbalance technique. Characteristic
tures in the frequency shift and the dissipation allow us
construct a phase diagram showing the boundaries betw
thick and thin and superfluid and normal phases. Above
K, prewetting and superfluid onset are distinct phase tra
tions, while below this temperature, the transitions a
strongly coupled. At temperatures below 1.9 K, superflu
onset on Rb is surprisingly different from the Cs case inv
tigated in Ref. 9. Although the superfluid transition on R
retains Kosterlitz-Thouless-type features, the transition
hysteretic and the size and temperature dependence o
features do not conform to the universal predictions of
KT theory. Another important practical difference betwe
Rb and Cs is that our technique for producing alkali-me
substrates is less reproducible for Rb. Isotherms on Rb fi
evaporated and annealed in nominally the same way
features whose location was reasonably well defined,
whose height, width, and shape varied substantially from
substrate to another.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II contain
discussion of the experimental procedures, including
techniques used for preparing the Rb substrates and a
scription of a method for determining the chemical poten
at low temperatures when the vapor pressure is too low
measure directly. In Sec. III, we present the data, which c
sist primarily of measurements of the frequency shift and
3361 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3362 PRB 58PHILLIPS, ROSS, TABOREK, AND RUTLEDGE
dissipation of the quartz microbalance as a function of4He
chemical potential at constantT. A number of these iso-
therms from 0.15 to 2.2 K are used to assemble am-T phase
diagram that shows the relationship between the prewet
line and the KT transition line.15 Measurements of the supe
fluid density and dissipation at onset show that in ma
cases, superfluid transitions on Rb do not follow the stand
KT model. Evidence of two types of behavior in the thin-fil
phase above and below 0.3 K is also presented. In Sec
we discuss the wetting and superfluid onset behavior of4He
on Rb and compare it to results obtained with Cs and c
ventional strong substrates such as Au. The possibility
the KT line meets the prewetting line in a multicritical poi
and the possible role of substrate disorder are also con
ered. Finally, Sec. V provides a summary of our findings

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The response of high-Q mechanical oscillators to an ad
sorbed helium film has been an important probe of b
prewetting and superfluid onset.4,5,8,9,16–22The experiments
reported here utilize AT cut quartz oscillators as microb
ances. The microbalances consist of a quartz subs
shaped like a thin convex lens about 1 cm in diameter
0.1 cm thick. A gold electrode covers the center of each s
and defines the mass-sensitive area. When a voltage is
plied to the electrodes, opposite faces of the crystal m
transversely to the thickness of the device at a third harmo
of 5.5 MHz. Since the quartz microbalances oscillate in
shear mode, in a first approximation only the viscou
clamped normal fraction of the helium film, including an
solid layers that may be present, will couple to the substr
When the film undergoes the normal-to-superfluid transiti
one sees a sharp step in the resonant frequency becau
the decoupling of the zero-viscosity superfluid film from t
substrate. Another signature of the superfluid transition
helium films is a peak in the dissipation (1/Q). A quantita-
tive understanding of these effects is based on a finite
quency modification of static KT theory.3

In an electrical circuit, a quartz microbalance is equiv
lent to a damped series LC resonant circuit with a reson
frequencyf and real part of the impedanceR. Adsorbed films
shift the resonant frequency from the vacuum value by
amount proportional to the film massD f . Losses in the film
shift the real part of the impedance byDR. If the crystals
were planar and infinite in diameter, their motion would
strictly transverse with opposite faces moving parallel
themselves. In real devices the resonant modes necess
contain a small admixture of motion perpendicular to t
faces.23 This means that even at low temperatures where
superfluid fraction is virtually 1, the devices retain some s
sitivity to variations in the adsorbed mass. Depending on
oscillator, 10–20% of the superfluid couples to the microb
ance. This provides a detection sensitivity of 0.025–0.05
layer of superfluid compared with a sensitivity of 0.25 H
layer of normal liquid4He.

Rubidium adsorption surfaces are prepared by evapo
ing vacuum-distilled rubidium metal over the gold electrod
of a microbalance. During evaporation and subsequent
nealing, the substrate and experimental cell are mainta
below 6 K to ensure ultrahigh vacuum conditions. The da
g
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reported here were obtained on three different Rb surfa
Surfaces 1 and 3 had 75 layers of Rb evaporated on each
of the microbalance and were then annealed near 80 K
half an hour. Surface 2 was prepared in two stages, eac
which consisted of evaporating 38 layers per side and
nealing at 80 K for half an hour.

The cell is cooled by a dilution refrigerator and connect
through a capillary to a source of high-purity helium gas.
is also connected to a pumping system through a much la
tube and a cold valve. This configuration allows us to a
4He to the cell at any temperature and to remove it above
K. At lower temperatures the removal rate is prohibitive
low.

Our raw data consist of adsorption isotherms measure
temperatures between 0.15 and 2.2 K. They are presente
plots of D f and DR as functions of the pressure or th
chemical potential offset from saturationDm. Depending on
the vapor pressure, the chemical potential is determine
one of three ways. Above 1.2 K the pressure is measured
a room-temperature capacitive manometer. Between 0.8
1.2 K the pressure is measured by anin situ capacitance
gauge calibrated against the room-temperature manom
In these casesDm was calculated from the pressure using t
ideal gas approximationDm5m2m05T ln(P/P0). Herem0
and P0 are the chemical potential and pressure at liqu
vapor coexistence, respectively. When an isotherm is p
formed below 0.8 K, the vapor pressure is too low to
measured by either one of the pressure gauges and an
method must be used.

For the low-temperature isotherms we make use of a s
ond microbalance in the experiment cell that has stand
gold electrodes. On this strong substrate, it is plausible
the coverage~or equivalentlyD f ) is a function of onlyDm,
and not of T and P separately. This conjecture has be
experimentally verified for3He and used for low-temperatur
chemical potential measurements in a previous study.24 The
application of the technique for4He is complicated by the
fact that the superfluid fraction of the adsorbed film is te
perature dependent and the sensitivities of the microbala
to superfluid and normal fluid are different. Because of t
difference,D f is not simply proportional to the coverage
and plots ofD f as a function ofDm for various temperatures
yield a family of distinct curves. It is possible, however,
collapse this family of curves onto a single universal cur
by making a suitable correction for the sensitivity of th
microbalance to the superfluid.

The sensitivity to the superfluid is obtained by measur
several isotherms at high enough temperatures that the
viously mentioned pressure gauges can be used to deter
the chemical potential. The isotherms can be normalized
considering the frequency shiftD f n that would be measured
if the film had the same thickness but was entirely norm
fluid. D f n is related to the measured valueD f by

D f n5
D f

rN

r
1k

rS

r

, ~1!

whererN /r andrS /r are the temperature-dependent norm
and superfluid ratios, respectively, andk is the fraction of
superfluid that couples to the oscillator. For a suitably cho
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PRB 58 3363SUPERFLUID ONSET AND PREWETTING OF4He ON . . .
value ofk ~in our casek50.20) isotherms taken over a wid
range of temperature fall on a single curve whenD f n is
plotted as a function ofDm, as shown in Fig. 1. Similar
values of the superfluid coupling factor were obtained
previous experiments on Mylar torsional oscillators,4,5 while
much larger values are observed on exfoliated graphite.21 We
assume that the functional dependence ofD f n on Dm does
not change between 0.8 and 0.15 K. A line of best fit
drawn through the data to give the function needed to c
vert the gold oscillator’s frequency shift to chemical pote
tial at low temperatures~below 0.8 K!. The uncertainty in
Dm in this method is approximately 5 mK.

III. DATA

In order to cover a large region of them-T plane, iso-
therms were performed fromT50.15 to 2.2 K in the pres-
sure range from vacuum to liquid-vapor coexistence. Fig
2 shows a frequency shift isotherm at 1.2 K for both the
and the Rb-coated oscillators. Note that the Au oscillator
a frequency shift corresponding to several adsorbed la
even at very low pressures, while the Rb oscillator sho
less than one-half monolayer adsorption until quite near
saturated vapor pressure. In subsequent figures, we will
ally omit the low-coverage, low-pressure regime and conc
trate on the region near coexistence where the film thickn
changes rapidly. In Fig. 3 we present a sample pair of
therms performed at 1.50 K on surface 2. The figure sho
the resonant frequency shiftD f and dissipation changeDR
as a function ofDm. The system started in vacuum and g
was slowly added to the experiment cell. This type of is
therm in whichDm increases as a function of time is referr
to as a ‘‘forward’’ isotherm and is indicated by the ope
diamonds in Fig. 3. At low chemical potential Fig. 3~a! in-
dicates that at most only 0.2 ML are adsorbed. NearDm
520.05 K, D f abruptly increases. This behavior is cha
acteristic of a prewetting thick/thin transition. When the fr

FIG. 1. The frequency shiftD f n as a function of4He chemical
potential Dm on a gold surface for four temperatures.D f n is the
frequency shift given by Eq.~1! that corrects for the uncouple
superfluid fraction. The 1.398-K isotherm is indicated by circl
the 1.218-K isotherm by stars, the 0.987-K isotherm by squares,
the 0.888-K isotherm by triangles. Note that all the data fall o
universal curve. We have used this relationship betweenD f n and
Dm as the basis for our chemical-potential measurements at
temperatures.
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quency shift reaches a value of 0.8 Hz~corresponding to a
thickness of four layers!, the film undergoes a superflui
transition. This transition is identified by two significant fe
tures:D f drops as the superfluid fraction uncouples from t
oscillator andDR has the predicted dynamic KT peak at th
sameDm @Fig. 3~b!#. As more helium is added to the cell,D f
continues to increase because the film thickness is rap

,
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a

w

FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherm at 1.2 K of helium on gold an
rubidium substrates as a function of vapor pressure. The gold o
lator’s frequency shift indicates several layers of helium adsorbe
low pressure while the rubidium surface has less than a layer u
near saturation. The film on the Au oscillator goes superfluid n
30% saturated vapor pressure while the film on the Rb surface
not become superfluid untilP/P050.98.

FIG. 3. Adsorption isotherms at 1.5 K of helium on rubidiu
surface 2 as a function of chemical potential offset from liqu
vapor coexistenceDm. Isotherms are hysteretic and depend
whether the chemical potential is increasing or decreasing. O
diamonds are a forward isotherm in which helium is added to
experiment cell. Solid diamonds are a reverse isotherm obtaine
removing helium from the cell starting from liquid-vapor coexis
ence.~a! Frequency-shift isotherm.D f 50 corresponds to vacuum
The rapid increase ofD f indicates a prewetting thin/thick transition
The peak inD f near the transition is marked byD f max. The fre-
quency change due to viscous decoupling at the superfluid tra
tion is indicated byd f . ~b! Impedance shiftDR of microbalance.
The peaks in the impedancedR are the conventional indicators of
KT superfluid transition.
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3364 PRB 58PHILLIPS, ROSS, TABOREK, AND RUTLEDGE
increasing and the oscillator has some nontransverse mo
that couples to the superfluid film. Since the film ends up
a thick state at saturation, it is said to wet the rubidium.

We have systematically looked for hysteresis in the th
normal to thick-superfluid transition by measuring ‘‘r
verse’’ isotherms in which small amounts of helium gas
sequentially removed from the experiment cell. In Fig. 3,
reverse isotherm, denoted by solid diamonds, starts at c
istence in the thick-superfluid state and is coincident with
forward isotherm down toDm520.03 K, where the two
sets of data diverge. On the reverse isotherm, the film
mains superfluid untilDm520.10 K, where the film first
becomes normal (D f and DR increase! and then goes
through the prewetting transition to the thin state.

The data shown in Fig. 3 are typical of our data betwe
0.75 and 1.95 K. Throughout this range the forward a
reverseDm values at prewetting and superfluid onset a
strongly hysteretic. In addition, the superfluid onset thic
nesses, the onset superfluid jumps, and the dissipation
heights and areas are larger on the forward branch at
temperature. At 1.95 K the hysteresis abruptly decreases
the forward and reverse isotherms become nearly ident
Below 1.95 K the difference between the prewetting a
superfluid onsetDm values is small and roughly temperatu
independent. Above 1.95 K theDm difference rapidly grows,
and prewetting and superfluid onset become clearly dis
guishable transitions.

Isotherms from three rubidium substrates in the tempe
ture range 0.15–2.2 K were used to construct aDm-T phase
diagram shown in Fig. 4. An open triangle marks the va
of Dm at the steepest point on the prewetting step and
open circle marks the position of the dissipation peak on
forward isotherm at each temperature. Corresponding s

FIG. 4. Phase diagram for4He films on all three Rb substrate
Open circles are the normal-to-superfluid transitions in forward
therms. Filled circles are superfluid transitions of reverse isothe
Open and filled triangles mark the corresponding branches of
prewetting transition. Curves marking the phase boundaries
guides to the eye. The dotted line is the conventional KT transi
that passes through the lambda point and the prewetting cri
region. The solid curve marks the combined prewetting and su
fluid onsets obtained from the forward isotherms. The dashed
marks the stability limit of the thick/thin and superfluid transitio
obtained from the reverse isotherms. Regions of the phase dia
are indicated by the lettering scheme:t, thin; T, thick; s, superfluid;
andn, normal.
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symbols mark these features on the reverse isotherms. S
of the scatter in the points in Fig. 4 is due to variatio
among the three Rb surfaces; typical behavior of forw
isotherms atT51.22 K for each of the three surfaces
shown in Fig. 5. Note that the peak occurs at approxima
the same value ofDm for each surface, but the size and sha
of the peak varies from surface to surface.

The solid line in Fig. 4 connects the thin-to-thick trans
tions of the forward isotherms and will be referred to as
prewetting line. Notice that it does not intersect the liqu
vapor saturation lineDm50, implying that helium wets our
rubidium surfaces at all temperatures. This conclusion d
not depend on subtleties of our method of measuringDm at
low temperature. After prewetting and superfluid onset, m
gas must be added to the cell to reach saturation even a
lowest temperatures. This can clearly be seen in Fig.
which shows a plot ofD f as a function of the amount of ga
admitted to the cellN for both the rubidium-coated oscillato
and the bare gold oscillator atT50.3 K. The plateau inD f
vs N for the gold oscillator indicates a region of bulk liquid
vapor coexistence in which the adsorbed film has reache
asymptotic gravitationally limited thickness. The prewetti
peak on the Rb oscillator occurs at substantially lowerN than
the coexistence value.

It is interesting to inquire whether the Kosterlitz-Thoule
picture, which successfully describes superfluid onset
both conventional substrates and Cs, can also account fo
combined superfluid/prewetting transition we observe on
We find that although the basic features of a superfluid ju
and enhanced dissipation clearly exist, the universal KT p
dictions do not apply to superfluid onset on Rb. Although t
Kosterlitz-Thouless theory makes no explicit predicti
about the absolute thickness of the film at superfluid on
the jump in the superfluid fractionss depends only onT and
universal constants:2
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FIG. 5. Isotherms at 1.22 K on each of the three Rb surfa
studied in this paper. Surface 1 is indicated by circles, surface 2
triangles, and surface 3 by squares.~a! Frequency shift of microbal-
ances as a function of chemical potential.~b! Impedance shift of
microbalance as a function of chemical potential. Note that
transition from thin-normal to thick-superfluid occurs atDm
520.0360.005 K on each surface even though the values ofd f
anddR differ on each.
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sS~TC!5
8pmkBTC

h2
, ~2!

wherem is the mass of a helium atom,kB is Boltzmann’s
constant,TC is the transition temperature, andsS is the cov-
erage in atoms/m2. In terms of our experimental observable
this implies that the frequency shift at onsetd f is numeri-
cally given by

d f 5S 24 f n
2

nRq
DmsS~TC!5~0.1584 Hz/K!TC , ~3!

where f n is the resonant frequency of thenth harmonic and
Rq is the transverse acoustic impedance of quartzRq
>8.8623106 kg/m2 sec). This prediction is manifestly inde
pendent of the substrate. Furthermore, since the KT tra
tion is a higher-order transition, it cannot be superheated
supercooled, so no hysteresis in the onset temperature i
pected.

In our isotherms, the abrupt step inD f on the thick-film
side of the prewetting transition, denoted byd f in Fig. 3, can
be attributed to a KT-like jump in the superfluid density.d f
does not, however, obey the KT prediction of Eq.~2!. For
example, the data at 1.50 K~Fig. 3! show a superfluid jump
of 0.35 Hz ~1.4 layers! on the forward isotherm, while the
reverse isotherm shows a jump of 0.18 Hz~0.7 layers!. The
fact that these two values are different is a violation of
KT prediction that the size of the jump is a unique functi
of T. Furthermore, neither of them is equal to the predic
value of 0.25 Hz~1.0 layer!. A number of isotherms like Fig
3 have been used to construct a plot of the magnitude of
superfluid jump at onsetd f as a function ofT for both for-
ward and reverse branches on Rb for surfaces 2 and 3
shown in Fig. 7. The universal KT prediction@straight line
from Eq.~2!# and thed f vs T results from the gold oscillator
determined by the same method we used on the Rb osc
tor, are shown for comparison. The agreement between

FIG. 6. Isotherms at 0.300 K for rubidium surface 2~bottom
curve! and gold~top curve!. The frequency shifts of the microba
ances are given as functions of the amount of helium added to
experiment cell in millimoles. The plateau in the Au curve th
begins at 0.7 mM indicates that the experiment reached satura
after the Rb underwent the prewetting transition at 0.35 mM.
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gold data and the KT prediction is typical of all previous
studied surfaces,9,16,18,25and provides a check of our exper
mental procedure.

The temperature dependence of the dissipation peak a
ciated with superfluid onset on Rb is also anomalous. T
forward and reversedR measurements on Rb for surfaces
and 2 and thedR values on Au are shown in Fig. 8. Th
dynamic KT prediction for the dissipation, although not un
versal, is proportional toT;3 the expected straight-line behav
ior is also shown in Fig. 8. The reverse Rb dissipation pe
and the peaks on Au are similar and conform with the K
picture. However, the forward isothermdR values grow rap-
idly with decreasing temperature and in fact appear to
diverging asT goes toward 0 K. Although the absolute valu
of the loss is different for the two surfaces, the trend
increasing loss with decreasing temperature is seen on b

he
t
on

FIG. 7. Frequency jump due to superfluid transition in4He films
as a function of temperature. Open circles are forward isotherm
surface 2, solid circles are reverse isotherms on the same sur
Open and solid triangles are forward and reverse isotherms on
face 3, and3’s are isotherms on Au. The universal KT prediction
given by the straight line.

FIG. 8. Size of impedance peaks at superfluid transition in
lium films as a function of temperature.3’s are the peak size oc
curring on Au substrates. Solid circles are taken from reverse
therms on Rb substrate 2. Open circles are from forward isothe
on surface 2 and open triangles on surface 1. The straight line is
predicted temperature behavior of the dynamic KT theory. T
curves connecting the forward Rb data are guides to the eye
cating a divergent behavior at low temperature.
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On a conventional substrate, the minimum helium cov
age required for superfluidity is considerably higher than
KT critical coverage defined in Eq.~2!. This phenomenon is
attributed to the existence of a solidlike ‘‘dead layer’’ that
immobilized by the substrate potential. This layer is typica
about 2 ML thick, but on weak substrates such as solid
drogen, the critical coverage for superfluidity atT50 is ap-
proximately 1

2 layer.26–28Rb, which is even weaker than H2,
is expected to have a very low critical coverage at low te
perature. In contrast to this expectation, our data seem
indicate that more than two layers of4He can remain in the
normal state on Rb even atT50.

The maximum frequency shiftD f max associated with the
prewetting steps shown in Fig. 3 is a convenient measur
the normal coverage at superfluid onset. Figure 9 show
plot of D f max for both forward and reverse isotherms as
function of temperature for surfaces 1 and 3. The so
straight line shows the expected value ofd f from the KT
theory, Eq.~2!, which is equal toD f max if there is no dead
layer. Like all of the other features of the isotherms,D f max is
hysteretic. On the reverse isotherms,D f max seems to ap-
proach the KT line at the lowest accessible temperatures
the forward isotherms,D f max has almost the same temper
ture dependence as the KT prediction, but it extrapolates
remarkably high value of 2.0 layers atT50. This can be
compared to the typical onset behavior on gold, illustrated
Fig. 10, which shows two steps corresponding to the form
tion of 2 ~presumably solid! layers followed by superfluid
onset at essentially the same value ofD f max we observe on
Rb.

Discussion thus far has focused on the thin-to-thick tr
sitions, but there also appears to be a qualitative chang
behavior of the thin-film phase that occurs near 0.3 K a
may conceivably be related to the transition reported
Wyatt, Klier, and Stefanyi.13 Figure 11 shows the frequenc

FIG. 9. Maximum frequency shiftD f max just before superfluid
onset as a function of temperature. The open circles indicate
onset thickness for the forward isotherms on surface 2 and s
circles are the reverse isotherms on the same surface. The
triangles are for the forward isotherms on surface 1. The forw
and reverse data do not have the same onset thickness, and fu
more, neither curve extrapolates toD f max50 at T50 K. The
straight line indicates the predicted KT value if no solid or in
layers are present in the He given byD f max5df from Eq. ~3!.
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shift for two isotherms at 0.2 and 0.4 K for surface 2. Bo
isotherms show a prewetting step and superfluid onset,
the thin phase (Dm,20.017 K) is quite different in the two
cases. The 0.2 K isotherm shows no shift in the freque
from the vacuum value until the prewetting step, while t
0.4-K isotherm has a continuously increasing value ofD f
and a frequency shift of 0.2 Hz~corresponding to 0.8 layer!
at the beginning of the prewetting transition. One possi
explanation of this behavior is a superfluid13 or other type of
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FIG. 10. Adsorption isotherm of He on a bare Au microbalan
at 0.701 K.~Top! The frequency shift of the oscillator is shown a
a function of the amount of gas injected into the experiment c
Two solid layers of He form on the microbalance that is indica
by the two steplike features atN50.01 mM. This layering is only
observed on Au and not on Rb surfaces. AtN50.045 mM the por-
tion of the helium film that is on top of the solid layers goes sup
fluid. This is indicated by the usual KT characteristic frequen
drop due to the uncoupling of the superfluid fraction.~Bottom! The
superfluid transition is also evident in the dissipation curve of
microbalance. There is a sharp peak inDR at the sameN
50.045 mM as predicted by the dynamic version of KT theory.

FIG. 11. Two isotherms showing the frequency shift as a fu
tion of chemical potential on Rb surface 2. There is a distinct d
ference in the thin-film states when comparing the isotherms ab
and below 0.3 K. The warmer isotherm~a! shows that there is a thin
film whose thickness increases monotonically withDm that couples
to the microbalance. In contrast, the colder isotherm~b! has no
measurable film coupling to the microbalance until the prewett
transition at2Dm50.015 K.
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phase transition in the thin phase. Another possibility is t
the observed differences are due to the fact that the satu
vapor pressure varies by more than a factor of 107 between
0.2 and 0.4 K, resulting in significantly different equilibrium
times. To test the possible role of mass transfer kinetics,
measured isochores with both increasing and decreasing
peratures. We began with a vacuum at 0.55 K and added
enough helium to the cell to increase the chemical poten
to a value below the prewetting transition so the adsor
film would still be in a thin phase. The experiment was th
cooled down to 0.2 K with this fixed amount of helium in th
experiment@Fig. 12~a!#. As the experiment cooled, the fre
quency shift decreased indicating that the coupled mas
the microbalance was changing. This could either be du
helium leaving the microbalance or a transition to a th
superfluid film; it cannot be attributed to a mass-trans
bottleneck, since the normal film was present at high te
perature. The film could be removed from the oscillator
applying a heat pulse to the microbalance at 0.2 K, as sh
in Fig. 12~b!. The frequency shift remained close to zero f
several hours after the heat pulse. The temperature of
experiment was subsequently increased to 0.55 K and
microbalance frequency returned to its initial value as sho
in Fig. 12~c!. In both the heating and cooling cycles, 0.3
marks a change in slope ofD f .

FIG. 12. Frequency shift of rubidium substrate 2 with a fix
amount of helium in experiment cell.~a! Frequency shift as a func
tion of temperature as an isochore ranging from 0.55 to 0.16 K
performed. Between 0.5 and 0.3 K the frequency shift decrea
indicating an uncoupling of mass to the Rb surface.~b! Frequency
shift as a function of time while the experiment is at 0.16 K. A he
pulse is applied to the microbalance to dry off the Rb surfa
Immediately after the heat pulse the frequency shift returns to
vacuum state value.~c! An isochore withT increasing from 0.16 to
0.55 K. The frequency shift returns to the original value froma. In
both isochores there is a distinct break in the slope at 0.3 K.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The most striking feature of the phase diagram in Fig. 4
the hysteresis in the prewetting thick/thin transition. Prew
ting steps on Cs prepared in a similar way as the Rb surfa
described here are essentially identical in the forward
reverse directions.8 On rough or porous surfaces, howeve
capillary condensation can give rise to hysteretic behavior
Cs.29 We have ruled out this possibility on our substrates
carefully measuring isotherms using3He ~for which neither
wetting nor superfluidity is an issue! on substrate 2; there
was no observable hysteresis and no excessive adsorpti
saturation~Fig. 13!, suggesting that the hysteresis we o
serve with 4He is an intrinsic property of the4He surface
phases, and not an artifact due to the substrate. Qualitati
similar hysteresis was observed on our surface 1. Demo
et al.11 used a heat-flow technique to map the superfluid
set of 4He on Rb at temperatures between 1.0 and 1.7
They also found that its position in them-T plane was hys-
teretic. Our measurements of theDm at onset for forward
isotherms agree with their forward isotherms in the reg
where our data overlap. The width of the hysteresis inDm
that they observe is considerably narrower than ours, po
bly because their helium films are carrying a finite heat c
rent.

Another significant difference between Rb and Cs is
width of the prewetting steps that are approximately th
times wider on Rb than Cs. Below the prewetting critic
temperatureTc

pw , prewetting is a first-order transition tha
ideally occurs at constant chemical potential, but even
T.Tc

pw , maxima in the compressibility of the supercritic
film give rise to broader steplike structures in isotherm
Monitoring the temperature dependence of the width of
transition is a standard method of locating the prewett
critical point.8 In contrast to the Cs case, the width of th
prewetting transitions on Rb is a smooth, almost linear fu
tion of temperature, with no obvious break in slope. The
observations suggest that our Rb surfaces are more d
dered than our Cs surfaces. The source of the substrate i
mogeneity is presumably variations in the wetting propert

is
s,

t
.
e

FIG. 13. Frequency shift for3He adsorption isotherms at 1.2 K
on rubidium surface 2 as a function of chemical potential offs
Open diamonds correspond to the forward isotherm and solid
monds to the reverse isotherm. The inset is a close-up of the
showing no hysteresis in the3He data in contrast to the4He data on
exactly the same surface.
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of substrate patches with different crystallograph
orientation.30 If this is the case, then the observed hystere
is associated with prewetting broadened by the effects
substrate inhomogeneity. In this interpretation, the reve
branch is due to a spinodal line~stability limit! of the thick-
film superfluid phase. Our belief that the forward branch r
resents the equilibrium transition while the reverse branc
metastable is based on the fact that the Rb substrate is
rounded by strong binding surfaces~quartz and gold! that are
covered with a thick superfluid film whenever the heliu
film on the Rb undergoes a thick/thin transition on either
forward or reverse isotherm. The thin-to-thick transition
the forward isotherm is nucleated at the edge of the
while the thick-to-thin transition on the reverse isotherm
quires a fluctuation and can therefore be supercooled.
reduction of hysteresis in the region near 1.95 K marks
remnant of the broadened prewetting critical point. Abo
1.95 K, there is some remaining hysteresis in the prewet
transitions, but not in the position of the KT line. Prewetti
is in the two-dimensional Ising universality class, and t
phase transitions in this type of system are well known to
strongly affected by disorder,31–34 while the KT transition,
which is in theXY universality class, is relatively insensitiv
to disorder.35

The junction in them-T plane of the first-order prewettin
line and the higher-order KT line shown in Fig. 4 has
unusual topology. Model calculations36,37show that the junc-
tion between a first-order and higher-order transition a
tricritical point usually occurs with no change in slope. A
though the connection between the reverse transition~spin-
odal! and the KT line does appear to be smooth, the KT l
meets the forward transition in a sharp, cusplike angle. Cu
like junctions in which the two transition lines meet tange
tially are also allowed.38,39

Previous investigators have reached differing conclusi
on the behavior of the superfluid onset transition at low te
peratures. Demolderet al.11 analyzed their results using a
extrapolation scheme that properly accounted for the t
perature dependences of the leading thermodynamic te
and concluded that the superfluid onset line does not in
sect bulk liquid-vapor coexistence at a finite temperatu
Wyatt, Klier, and Stefanyi13 studied mass transport across
Rb surface for 0.1,T,0.35 K in a region very close to co
existence (Dm,0.006 K). They interpret a jump in the criti
cal superflow velocity to indicate a wetting temperature j
above 0.3 K where a prewetting line joins the bulk liqui
vapor coexistence line. In terms of the surface energy
ance, the difference between a 0.3-K wetting tempera
andT50 K prewetting is minuscule and might easily be d
to very small differences in the surface chemistry.40 Wyatt,
Klier, and Stefanyi also suggest that both the thin and th
films along the prewetting lines are superfluid. In contrast,
of the Rb surfaces we investigated were wet at coexiste
Furthermore, the dissipation peak that is the hallmark of
KT transition was observed only in the thick phase. T
behavior in the thin phase undergoes a subtle continu
change nearT50.3 K, which does not resemble the standa
signature of either a superfluid onset transition or a fi
order transition with a discontinuity in the film thickness.

It is useful to compare the superfluid transition observ
on Rb with superfluid onset on conventional substrates
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Cs, as shown in the schematicd-T phase diagrams shown i
Fig. 14. Figure 14~a! shows the phase diagram for4He ad-
sorbed on a conventional substrate such as Mylar or g
The helium film exists in only two states, superfluid (S) and
normal (N), which are separated by the dashed KT line. T
d.0 intercept atT50 corresponds to the dead layer. Th
linear dependence ofd on T at low temperature is very simi
lar to that given by Eq.~2!, while the divergence atTl is due
to finite-size effects, withd;t20.67. Figure 14~b! shows the
combined prewetting/superfluid onset phase diagram for4He
on Cs. Cs substrates thicker than approximately 3 lay
have a wetting temperatureTW.0. For 0,T,TW , a thin
phase can coexist with bulk liquid. ForTW,T,Tc

pw , there
is a range of film thickness that is unstable. The KT line
almost exactly the same as in Fig. 14~a!, except that it ter-
minates at a critical end point when it collides with the ran
of unallowed d. For temperatures below the critical en
point, the signatures of the KT transitions are not observ9

because the film never attains the critical onset thickness
candidate phase diagram that summarizes our observa
of superfluid onset on Rb is shown in Fig. 14~c!, which

FIG. 14. Schematic phase diagrams in the film thicknessd vs T
plane. ~a! A typical strong-binding substrate showing the dash
KT line. The thickness atT50 is due to a dead layer of helium. Th
slope is linear at lowT and diverges nearTl . ~b! Phase diagram for
cesium showing the coexistence of two films of different thic
nesses between the wetting temperatureTw and the prewetting criti-
cal point Tc

pw . For temperatures belowTw only a thin film exists.
On cesium substrates, the KT line terminates at a critical end po
~c! A possible phase diagram that models our rubidium data. No
that there is no wetting temperature and below a multicritical po
there is a region of unstable thickness enclosed by the solid
The KT line passes through the multicritical point and splits in
two branches, one of which follows the upper phase boundary w
the other goes through the region of unstable thickness.
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should be compared to the data in Fig. 15. In this case, th
is no wetting temperature, but there is a prewetting tran
tion, which corresponds to a range of unstable thickness.
hysteresis we observe is due to metastable states betwee
phase boundary and the spinodal line. On the forward
therms, the transition takes place at the upper phase bo
ary, while on the reverse isotherms, the transition takes p
on the lower spinodal line. Where the spinodal line and
phase boundary meet marks the end of hysteresis at a cr
point. In this case, however, the KT line intersects t
prewetting phase boundary very close to the prewetting c
cal point. Since both the thickness and the superfluid or
parameter are singular there, it is presumably a multicrit
point. The resulting phase diagram resembles the w
known bulk 3He-4He mixture phase diagram~with d playing
the role of 4He concentration! that also has a multicritica
point where the lambda line hits the phase separation cu

The fact that the standard signatures of a KT transit
~superfluid jump and dissipation peak! are observed all along
the prewetting line implies that the KT line does not stop
the multicritical point, but rather continues along the upp
phase boundary and along the spinodal. This is surpris
because the physics that determines the prewetting beh
and the superfluid transition is ordinarily quite distinct, and
is not obvious why the two transitions should not be co
pletely independent. Apparently, on Rb the combination
the multicritical point and the substrate disorder merge
two phenomena into a single strongly coupled transition.

Although the positions of the features that mark the s
face phase transitions are quite reproducible from one
sample to another, the size and shape of the features
considerably, and as noted above, cannot be simply
plained by the standard KT model. The discrepancies in
superfluid jump are particularly puzzling since the predic
value, which is universal, has been experimentally verifi
on a number of substrates. It should be noted that in
oscillator experiment, particularly at low temperature, a p
tential source of error in measurements ofd f is the super-
fluid coupling factork of Eq. ~1!. In systems in whichk

FIG. 15. Phase diagram in the thickness-temperature plane
4He films on Rb substrate number 2. Open circles areD f max for the
forward isotherms and the solid ones are the correspondingD f max

for the reverse isotherms. Diamonds indicate the thickness of
thin film at the prewetting transition. Note the abrupt change in
thin-film thickness near 0.3 K.
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approaches 1, such as exfoliated graphite studied in Ref
the observed values ofd f are very small because the osc
lator couples to almost all of the fluid even when it is sup
fluid. The data can be corrected for this effect by multiplyi
the observed values ofd f by 1/(12k). The values of the
superfluid jumps corrected using this procedure agree w
the KT prediction even for exfoliated graphite, where t
correction can be as large as a factor of 50.21 We have not
applied such a correction to our Rb data~equivalent to
choosingk50 on Rb!, so the values ofd f shown in Figs. 3
and 7 are lower bounds. It is interesting to note that even
lower bound ford f is often considerably larger than the K
prediction.

The KT predictions for the dissipation are not univers
although the dissipation is expected to be proportional to
temperature.3 This trend has been observed in systems w
thick helium films at relatively high temperature,4,18 but ex-
periments at lower temperature25,21 show anomalies in both
the height and the width of the peaks that cannot be
plained by the standard theory.3 Dissipation measurement
using an oscillating substrate are subject to the same co
tions for the superfluid coupling factor as discussed abo
so our values ofDR again represent a lower bound.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Although the substrate potential in Rb is only 5
stronger10 than Cs, the behavior of helium films on the tw
substrates is surprisingly different. The difference is presu
ably due to differences in the topology of the underlyi
phase diagram and in the degree of substrate disorder. In
the KT line terminates on a noncritical point, while in R
the KT line seems to meet the prewetting line near a criti
region. Hysteretic prewetting on Rb was observed in all
our samples as well as by other investigators11,14 and seems
to be a robust feature of prewetting on Rb. Perhaps the m
important result of the experiments reported here is that
hysteresis ends at the critical point. This, together with
fact that the thick/thin transition always seems to occur
tween films in the normal state implies that superfluidity a
prewetting are strongly coupled on Rb. This interacti
yields an unusual superfluid transition that is not of t
Kosterlitz-Thouless type. This type of behavior may be ty
cal of a range of ‘‘intermediate’’ strength substrates char
terized by prewetting~or layering! transitions without ac-
companying wetting transitions.

Another surprising feature of superfluid onset on Rb s
strates is that helium films with an average coverage of m
than two layers can remain normal on Rb even at very l
temperatures. The normal film is not inert, however. On
superfluidity is established, less than one layer is viscou
locked to the substrate. We have also observed unusual
nomena in the thin phase near 0.3 K, but our results can
be simply explained in terms of a superfluid/normal tran
tion in the thin phase. The interpretation of our primary da
depends somewhat on assumptions about the coupling o
superfluid fraction of the film. The fact that the super/norm
and thick/thin transition are so tightly intertwined and th
the bottom layers are not inert makes it difficult to determ
the total film coverage near the transition, since our osci
tors couple to a combination of the normal and superfl

or
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e
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part of the film that in principle depends on the coverage.
remove this ambiguity we are developing oscillators t
have displacements normal to the surface and therefore
rectly determine the total coverage.
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